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Disposal of QUNDIS old devices within the EU and Switzerland
The WEEE Directive 2012/19/EU (Waste of Electrical and Electronic Equipment) is intended for the prevention of
waste of electrical and electronic devices and the reduction of such waste by means of reuse, recycling and other
forms of recovery.

Old devices may not be disposed of via household waste!
Some QUNDIS products contain batteries. According to the EU Battery Directive, the old batteries must be disposed
of in a professional manner.
Note! Special regulations apply for the prevention of illegal exports!
WEEE places high demands on transboundary shipments of waste. For this purpose, the exporter must now
conduct and document detailed tests and include additional documents and verifications. In order to reduce this
effort and to prevent potential false declarations (associated in part with high fines), QUNDIS works together with
experts who organise the disposal of old devices in your country.

What should you do?
Make a waste disposal order.
Waste disposal orders are made in Europe and worldwide using centralised order entry and management via the
online portal www.myRENEnet.com. You can enter Europe-wide collection orders here. You can track products,

material and data centrally. RENE AG provides you with all documents for your environmental and financial
management.

User name:
Password:

qundis
7un19k

RENE AG coordinates the collection with you and ensures professional disposal.
Recycling is free of charge for you. However, in some countries, you must bear the costs for the transport of the old
devices to a certain collection facility. You can take care of the transport yourself or use the service of QUNDIS. This
can be clarified in the scope of a return request.
Who is RENE AG?
QUNDIS works together with RENE AG (Europe). This ensures that we can offer you access
to an international recycling network in the key markets.
http://www.rene-europe.com/

If you require assistance in the preparation of your waste disposal order or if you have any questions, feel
free to contact your usual QUNDIS contact person. We would be pleased to assist you.

